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CACHE COUNTY EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES 

GOVERNING BOARD MEETING MINUTES 

October 18, 2016 

3:00 PM 

 

The CCEMS Governing Board met in regular session on October 18, 2016 in the Cache County Historic 

Courthouse Council Chambers, 199 North Main, Logan, UT 84321. 

 

ATTENDANCE 

 

Members of CCEMS Board in Attendance: 

Jim Gass – Chairman 

Kymber Housley – Logan City Attorney 

Greg Merrill – County Council 

Herm Olsen – Logan City Council 

Gene Needham – Logan City Council 

 

Members of CCEMS Board Absent: 

Craig Buttars – County Executive 

David Erickson – County Council 

 

Also in Attendance: 

Cameron Jensen – Cache County Finance Director 

Philip Noble – Cache County Finance Office 

Brian Potts – B. Potts & Associates 

Jay Downs – Cache County Ambulance 

Clayton Gefre – Herald Journal 

Lexi Echds  

Janeen Allen 

Megan Izatt 

 

03:02:00 

 

Call to Order 

 

Chairman Gass called the meeting to order. 

 

ITEMS OF BUSINESS 

 

Approval of Minutes – August 2, 2016 

 

 ACTION:  Herm Olsen motioned to approve the minutes from August 2, 2016 and Needham 

seconded. The vote in favor was unanimous, 4-0, three absent. 

 

Finance Report – Phillip Noble (Attachment A) 

 

3:03 – Kymber Housely arrived. 
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Phillip Noble presented the finance report (Attachment A) for CCEMS. The cash balance increased by 

about $100,000 due to the receipt of the county contribution. The receivables balance is consistent with 

prior quarters. The average collection time on receivables has decreased from about 60 days to 56 days. 

The finance office decided to conduct an assessment on uncollectible receivables. In the past 

uncollectible receivables have been estimated at $260,000 and this quarter is about $472,000. That is an 

increase of about $200,000. Under the accounts receivables write off estimate, Medicaid receivable 

balances would only collect about 35%. The prior quarter was 24%; due to the Medicaid cost sharing the 

amount that CCEMS collects from Medicaid has increased. Medicare was listed at 30% but is actually 

only about 21%.Those two categories made up a small amount of the change in percentages. The main 

difference was the private pay. For private pay the old estimated collection rate was 65% and based on 

the analysis competed, the finance office took the last 9 months and looked at total collections and total 

write offs of private pay and divided the private pay amount over the last 9 months. It came to be about 

40%. So going from 65% to 40% is part of the reason it jumped so much. Another reason for the 

increase in private pay there are Medicaid, Medicare, Making payments, and Private Pay. Brian gives 

Phillip a receivable aging that has 20 categories that is narrowed down to the main types. Insurance had 

5 categories and that was included in private pay. One of those items was insurance balance due, 

meaning the insurance has paid its portion and the balance is to be paid by the individual. So it was 

decided to put that category into private pay along with a few other categories. Those changes 

increased the private pay balance for receivables from last quarter to the number shown this quarter. 

With the decrease in collection rate, that accounts for those changes. 

 

Gass so was that accounted for before? 

 

Noble it was but it was included under insurance and there is a higher collectable amount for insurance. 

The finance off determined that is not really insurance so it was taken out. 

 

Gass so insurance isn’t shown on here anymore? 

 

Noble that is commercial. 

 

Gass so instead of a 95% collection rate on the remaining balance, there is really only a 40% collection 

rate. So it’s a booking keeping or a journal keeping of accounting. 

 

Noble right, the money is still there. CCEMS revenue was consistent with the prior quarter but it takes a 

hit with this allowance adjustment. Revenue and expenses are consistent; this is just a house keeping 

item. 

  

Gass based on the first three quarters what are you projecting we come in for at the year end? 

 

Noble as of today, CCEMS is estimated an addition of $137,000 to the budget. There is no other 

adjustment for the receivable and the ambulance building is done. Payables are fairly consistent and the 

only new thing is the $60,000 that you see listed as the first item. That was discussed last quarter and is 

additional funding for the Hyrum ambulance building.  

 

Gass we agreed to give $60,000 and the County would pick up the balance. 

 

Noble yes, we originally started with $250,000 each, and then $50,000 plus an additional $10,000 over 

the $600,000 match. Revenue looks down, but it is normal and we are taking a onetime hit with that 
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adjustment. Expenditures are consistent and are sitting at 68% of the budget and that is mainly due to 

contributing to the capitals account. 

 

Gass otherwise we would be at 75%. 

 

Noble if we were at 75% there would be some concern. For ambulance building, between CCEMS and 

the County we agreed to cover $600,000; $300,000 from the county and $300,000 from CCEMS. As of 

today there is about $613,000 and there is about $3,000 in costs that needs to be discussed. Some of 

those are related to the fire hydrant, exhaust, etc. 

 

Gass  these were incidentals that were added during the course of construction and not in the original 

contract. 

 

Noble I was talking to Cameron and we don’t feel that there needs to be a budget amendment for this 

because the budget should be able to absorb that. The last item is the proposed 2017 budget; it is page 

5 of the packet. This will need to be discussed and the Board will need to set a date for the public 

hearing for the 2017 budget. 

 

Gass we are doing well and should make budget. Our budget for revenues was $7.1 million. 

 

Noble it was $6.4 million and now it is about $7.1 million. 

 

Billing and Collection Report – Brian Potts (Attachment B) 

 

Gass this is the first time that CCEMS has met, in 11 years, that there hasn’t been a financial write-off for 

hardship. 

 

Brian Potts reviewed the billing and collections report (Attachment B) for the last quarter. The summary 

for accounts receivable for July was $505,000; August was $709,000; September was $614,000. August 

was the high billing month for the year with July being the low billing month for the year but over time it 

averages out. CCEMS is averaging about $600,000 in billable charges per month. For payments, July was 

$240,000; August was $292,000; September was $321,000 for cash collections. There were write offs 

during the month and there is bad debt, bankruptcy and deceased. CCEMS ending the accounts 

receivable at $1.2 million; CCEMS started at the beginning of the year with $1.46 million. The accounts 

receivable balance is down a little but the dark line on the graph shows the average accounts receivable 

days which is hovering around 60 days. 

 

Gass in our meeting today, we missed Craig and Gene so we didn’t take a vote on these but did go over 

them. Bad debt is we tried to collect the funds but haven’t been able to and it is being turned over to a 

collection agency.  For July there was a bad debt of $54,482; deceased with no estate is $718 for the 

month of July; financial hardship, this is verbal approval but there has not been an application made, 

that total was $3,050 and the write off is $.72; refunds, where there has been a double payment 

somehow, is $5,621. For August, bad debt was $52,000; deceased no estate, $310; hardship $2,133; 

write off $4.96; refunds $4,341. For the month of September bad debt, $52,739; bankruptcies, $3,600; 

deceased no estate, $1,000; hardship $911; write offs $2.00; refunds $4,493. This was a really good 

quarter for collections for CCEMS. 
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Merrill assuming that CCEMS ends up with $725,000 in bad debt, how much does CCEMS actually 

collect? 

 

Potts after everything about 10%. 

 

Gass which is one reason when CCEMS considers a request for financial assistance, we are anxious to 

work with them. If they go to collections we only get about 10% but if we go through assistance we get 

60-70%. 

 

ACTION: Housely motioned to approve the write offs and Olsen seconded. The vote in favor 

was unanimous, 5-0, with 2 absent. 

 

03:21:00 

 

Discussion – Cameron Jensen (last page of Attachment A) 

 

Gass gave a brief review of past discussions to hire personnel solely for transfers. 

 

Chief Petersen presented by a recording and PowerPoint presentation on Inter-Facility Transfers and 

hiring two employees for transfers. The number of facility transfers and transfers going out of county 

usually take 3 to 7 hours each and the number of those transfers has increased significantly since the 

beginning of CCEMS. This isn’t a trend that will go down. The board members present at previous 

meetings were concerned with the latest trends. As you can see from the chart since 2005 the issue 

becomes very clear. In 2005 CCEMS did 368 transfers, or an average of one per day. In 2016 there is 

expected to be 800 transfers or an average of 2.9 per day. While that number seems low right now, in 5 

years from now CCEMS will be doing 1,198 transfers in a year or 3.7 per day. This means that on a slow 

day there would be 1 or 2 and on an extremely easy day it would be 10 to 12. That is an impossible 

number for CCEMS to handle with the current resources. If you look at ten years out that means in 2026 

there will be 3194 transfers or 8.7 per day. On a slow day there would be 4 to 5 transfers and a bad day 

would be 18. Transfers are a problem by themselves, especially with the current resources, but if you 

look at all EMS call volume for the County it becomes an even bigger problem and becomes 

unmanageable.  In January of 2012 there were 324 EMS calls and in August 2016 there were 462 EMS 

calls. That is an 8.5% annual increase over the last five years. This has been a steady increase over the 

last five years. If you look five years in the future, in 2021 we will be doing 7,618 medical calls in a year 

averages to 21 calls a day. 5 of those are going to be transfers; this means on a slow day there will be 14 

calls and a busy day will average 30 calls. If we should hire transfer personnel isn’t a question at this but 

the question that should be asked is what level of resources are going to be needed in 2021 and how do 

we get there? In 2021 there are going to need two ambulances fully staff needed for transfers alone. 

That will require the county to purchase an additional transfer ambulance with all the equipment and 

hiring 8 more employees by 2021. That means there needs to be 2 people hired this year alone to make 

this possible. If this isn’t done now it means that the needs won’t be able to be met for the future 

transfers. If action is taken now I believe we can be prepared for this. 

 

Housely what’s the dollar amount tied to that? 

 

Lindsay Phil can answer that but I believe they have already been proposed. 

 

Housely is it built into the budget already? 
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Cameron it’s built into the 2017 budget. 

Lindsay initially I believe its $140,000. 

Gass $141,000 for personnel but there is also the need for the additional transfer vehicle and the 

equipment to go with that and any additional supplies. I think that can be handled within the existing 

budget. Speaking to his presentation, it’s kind of a crap shoot and I think we all understand that when 

we start looking at trends. If you look over that last 18 months, there isn’t much value but looking over 

the last 10 years it does show a specific trend. When Chief Petersen looks at the increased volume, he is 

also talking the additional EMS calls and that is going up along with the transfers. To stay with the 

number of personnel they have now doesn’t address the increase in EMS calls let alone the additional 

transfer calls that we’ve been discussion. He mentioned that we need to hire 2 people this year, the next 

year, and the next but I’m not sure about that. I would like to see a little more information. However 

from my stand point I can see where the amount of call volume has certainly increased over a number of 

years. The number of personnel has not increased so the same personnel are covering a much greater 

area. That’s reflected not only in the call volume but also the revenue that we have been seeing. The 

argument can be made that we are in a favorable position because of those funds. As this has been 

discussed in the finance committee, the proposal that I made is that Logan’s budget year begins July 1 

and CCEMS is January 1. My recommendation would be that we would allow for the additional two 

employees to begin July 1, which is Logan’s beginning of their budget. In the interim, we have money in 

the budget to purchase a transfer van, a power cot and a cardio machine. They would have the 

opportunity, as soon as the budget becomes active, to outfit the van and have it ready to go in time for 

these two new people to come on in July 1st. Then, in addition to that, every meeting we have Cameron 

and Phil who gives us a financial report and Bryan that gives us an update on collections. My 

recommendation would be that going forward, we have Jay and Jeff come and give us a quarterly report 

showing what the call volume is. Rather than all of a sudden seeing after 5 years that we need more 

people. That would allow CCEMS to see the trend and notice on that report what is going on and then 

we’ll be able to justify it in our own minds for hiring and training of these people. 

Lindsay and the board discussed where transfers go. Logan Regional general transfers to IMC down 

south and Cache Valley tends to go to McKadee or University of Utah. Each hospital has a preferred 

transfer hospital. CCEMS doesn’t have any say where transfers are going but needs to have the 

resources available to get there. CCEMS is also transferring to Provo and Idaho Falls occasionally.  The 

EMS staff needs to be able to keep the hospitals happy since they are a major part of CCEMS income. If 

CCEMS isn’t able to do something and meet the demands of the hospitals for transfers then other 

private companies are going to come in and take that business.  Gass mentioned since CCEMS started 

this is the first time that adding specific ambulance people to the system. The new hires specific duties 

would be to handle transfers and to help meet the local hospitals needs; this is building a new transfer 

division. Merrill asked about the cost of the transfer versus the income of the transfer and if CCEMS 

breaks even or makes money off of each transfer. Potts responded that CCEMS is reimbursed per mile 

but the base cost of the transfer is the same. If it costs CCEMS $100 to transfer a patient down south, 
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CCEMS is making more than that $100 per transfer. The net differential between a regular EMS call and 

a transfer is much greater. There is a bigger return on transfer calls. There will be a greater cost to add 

two more personnel and the equipment need but the volume of transfer calls that CCEMS can handle 

will increase. Also, it will be a lower labor cost for the two new personnel where it will be entry level 

positions. if you look at an average transfer cost, which is about $3500-4000. The average cost in town is 

about $12-1500.  Its 4-7 hours for a transfer call; and about 1 hour for a regular EMS call in the valley. 

Remember, transfers are flat rate plus the mileage that is paid out. 

Downs just so the board knows, Chief Petersen and I are always working together to make the system 

more efficient and provide the best care with what we have. This is a solution with this current problem 

is something that needs to be looked at and addressed. 

Gass the transfer vehicle would be more like a large van. They ride a lot smoother and are a lot more 

pleasant.  

Lindsay the price per mile would be cheaper on the van. So you make a little more money per mile 

because the wear and tear and gas is better on the vans. 

The budget was discussed. In the Capitol Program fund there is money for a new transfer vehicle and 

hybrid ambulance. $395,000 would cover the transfer van, the cardiac monitor, the power cot and the 

new hybrid ambulance. Waiting until July 1, 2017 to hire two more personnel for the transfer program 

should not be a problem. There is currently $141,000 for the full year for employee salaries and waiting 

until July 1 would bring that cost down to an estimated $70,000. That would also allow for unknown 

expenses that may occur, where this is a new style of vehicle and division, to be covered without 

needing to make big changes to the budget. The equipment would still be bought in January but the 

personnel will not be hired until July.  

Gass also informed the Board that the County decided to lower their contribution from $475,000 to 

$75,000. CCEMS should be able to handle this decrease in funds because CCEMS is in such good financial 

shape.  

CCEMS will hold a meeting on November 1, 2016 for a special public hearing for the 2017 budget. 

 03:48:00 

 

Ambulance License Update – Jay Downs 

 

Jay Downs updated CCEMS on the ambulance licenses. The licenses have to be renewed in 2017. CCEMS 

also supports the First Responder units and provide the documentation for their designation packets. So 

they are called designated instead of licenses. I would like to have them all re-designate at the same 

time we redo the license and that should allow all the first responder units to be done for the next four 

years. This would allow the State to review everything at the same time. 

 

Gass CCEMS really counts on the first responders to go to the scene along with the ambulance 

personnel, particularly if there is a difficult call, instead of just having the two ambulance employees. 

We are finding it difficult to get volunteers to fulfill that position. We were chuckling about it in the last 
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CCEMS AUTHORITY QUARTERLY FINANCE REPORT 
AS OF SEPTEMBER 2016 

CASH 

The cash balance at the end of the quarter was $2,158,204 up from $1,713,675 at the end of last quarter.  The 
increase is due to the receipt of the annual contribution from the County.  Ambulance fee receipts for the quarter 
were $862,159.  Receipts were $815,491 for the same period last year. 
 
RECEIVABLES 

Receivables from patients had a net increase of $9,681 ending the quarter at $1,219,514.  The average collection 
time on receivables decreased from about 60 days at the end of the second quarter to about 56 days at the end 
of the third quarter.  Average collection time was about 63 days a year ago at this time.  The estimated 
uncollectable amount increased by $203,000 from $269,000 to $472,000, creating an expected collection amount 
of $747,514 (see p2). 
 
PAYABLES 

The current cash balance of $2,158,204 can readily cover the payable amount of $586,816.  All amounts are paid 
within 30 days of their due date.  Accounts Payable, including amounts payable to related parties, is comprised of 
the following expenditures: 
 

 
 

NET REVENUE 

Net revenue for the quarter from ambulance fees charged was $662,807.  Year-to-date net revenue from 
ambulance charges is $2,416,793 and is at 74.2 percent of the annual budget.  Total net revenue year-to-date 
from all sources is $2,911,434, or 71.6 percent of the annual budget.  This amount is less than the budget primarily 
due to the budgeted use of fund balance for the new ambulance building. 
 
EXPENDITURES 

Expenditures ended the quarter at $793,642 and are $2,774,176 year-to-date, or 68.2 percent.  This amount is 
less than the year-to-date budget and creates a positive fund balance. Expenditures exceeded revenues this 
quarter by $126,810. Year-to-date revenues have exceeded expenditures by $137,259, or 3.4 percent of the 
annual budget.  Contributions to the operating and capital reserves are budgeted at 12.3 percent of the total. 
 
OTHER ITEMS 

– As of 10/17/2016, total cost of the new Hyrum ambulance building is $613,287.19. Between the County and 
CCEMS contributions, $610,000 have been accounted for. The Remaining $3,287.19 and any other costs need 
to be discussed. 

– The 2017 budget is attached (see p5) and needs to be discussed. A date for the budget hearing needs to be set. 

Cache County - Contract / Fees 60,000$     

Logan City - Contract / Fees 483,250     

State of Utah - DOH - Medicaid Cost Share 20,000        

B. Potts & Associates 19,047        

Other 4,519          

586,816$   
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CASH AND RECEIVABLES REVIEW
AS OF SEPTEMBER 30, 2016

Sources Uses

Ambulance Fees 862,159.28$    Contract Payments 814,750.00$    

Collection of Write-Offs 3,559.77           Collection Costs 68,798.32        

Property Tax Subsidy 475,000.00      Medical Control 7,500.00           

State Grants -                    Equipment -                    

Other 7,525.48           Other 12,667.28        

Total Sources 1,348,244.53$ Total Uses 903,715.60$    

Beginning Balance: $1,713,674.84 Net Change: $444,528.93 Ending Balance: $2,158,203.77

Beginning Ending

Year Balance Charges Payments Adjustments Write-Offs Refunds Balance

2016 1,209,832.41 1,840,529.03   (862,159.28)  (800,944.49)   (170,882.03)     3,138.02        1,219,513.66   

2015 1,210,643.90 1,890,763.35   (815,490.59)  (832,051.96)   (113,233.40)     3,669.82        1,344,301.12   

2014 975,237.13    1,525,872.94   (708,332.56)  (659,495.12)   (166,916.15)     3,395.84        969,762.08      

Total Estimated Total

Type Calls 0 to 60 61 to 120 Over 120 Receivable Coll. Rate Allowance

Medicaid 44 40,305.81$      16,041.29$   9,985.83$       66,332.93$      35.0% 43,000.00$      

Medicare 106 106,279.52      5,185.58        10,509.93       121,975.03      21.0% 96,000.00        

Making Pay 101 200.00              6,302.69        56,940.56       63,443.25        90.0% 6,000.00           

Private 439 136,553.75      170,488.78   193,910.65     500,953.18      40.0% 301,000.00      

Commercial 274 342,917.84      72,039.17     101,478.30     516,435.31      95.0% 26,000.00        

Workers Comp 3 7,552.31           -                 -                   7,552.31           95.0% -                    

Refund Need 101 -                    (1,646.61)      (46,758.48)      (48,405.09)       100.0% -                    

Totals 1068 633,809.23$    268,410.90$ 326,066.79$  1,228,286.92$ 60.9% 472,000.00$    

Estimated Collection Value 747,513.66$    

Cash Position

Accounts Receivable

Write-Off Estimate
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BALANCE SHEET
AS OF SEPTEMBER 30, 2016

ACCOUNT BALANCE

ASSETS

CASH 2,158,203.77$    

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE 1,219,513.66      

ALLOWANCE - DOUBTFUL ACCOUNTS (472,000.00)        

DUE FROM OTHER GOVERNMENTS -                       

PREPAID EXPENSES -                       

TOTAL ASSETS 2,905,717.43$   

LIABILITIES

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE 43,565.70$         

PAYABLE TO RELATED PARTY 543,250.00         

TOTAL ACCOUNTS PAYABLE 586,815.70         

FUND BALANCE

COMMITTED TO:

AMBULANCE/EQUIPEMENT 200,500.00         

UNASSIGNED 2,118,401.73      

TOTAL FUND BALANCE 2,318,901.73      

TOTAL LIABILITIES AND FUND BALANCE 2,905,717.43$   
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CHANGES IN FUND BALANCE
FOR THE QUARTER ENDED SEPTEMBER 30, 2016

QUARTER YTD UNEARNED /

ACTUAL ACTUAL BUDGET UNEXPENDED PERCENT

REVENUES

CHARGES FOR SERVICES

AMBULANCE FEES CHARGED 1,829,210.15$   5,386,430.29$   7,110,000.00$   1,723,569.71$   75.8%

BAD DEBT COLLECTIONS 8,423.02              44,943.89           70,000.00           25,056.11           64.2%

PAYMENT ADJUSTMENTS (800,944.49)        (2,393,894.08)    (3,162,000.00)    (768,105.92)        75.7%

BAD DEBT WRITE-OFF (170,882.03)        (586,687.44)        (760,000.00)        (173,312.56)        77.2%

BAD DEBT - ESTIMATE (203,000.00)        (34,000.00)          -                        34,000.00           0.0%

TOTAL CHARGES FOR SERVICES 662,806.65         2,416,792.66      3,258,000.00      841,207.34         74.2%

MISCELLANEOUS REVENUE

INTEREST - BANK EARNINGS 4,025.48              10,227.64           15,000.00           4,772.36              68.2%

MISCELLANEOUS REVENUE -                        -                        -                        -                        0.0%

TOTAL MISCELLANEOUS REVENUE 4,025.48              10,227.64           15,000.00           4,772.36              68.2%

GRANTS AND CONTRIBUTIONS

MISC STATE GRANTS -                        9,414.00              10,000.00           586.00                 94.1%

CONTRIB FROM CACHE COUNTY -                        475,000.00         475,000.00         -                        100.0%

APPROPRIATED FUND BALANCE -                        -                        310,000.00         310,000.00         0.0%

TOTAL GRANTS AND CONTRIBUTIONS -                        484,414.00         795,000.00         310,586.00         60.9%

TOTAL REVENUE 666,832.13         2,911,434.30     4,068,000.00     1,156,565.70     71.6%

EXPENDITURES

ADMINISTRATION & GEN EXPENSE -                        2,732.78              3,000.00              267.22                 91.1%

MISC STATE GRANTS EXP -                        7,277.86              10,000.00           2,722.14              72.8%

EQUIPMENT SUPPLIES & MAINT -                        841.25                 11,000.00           10,158.75           7.6%

PROFESSIONAL & TECHNICAL 12,500.00           40,800.00           55,000.00           14,200.00           74.2%

SOFTWARE -                        26,763.08           28,000.00           1,236.92              95.6%

INSURANCE & SURETY BONDS -                        42,920.86           43,000.00           79.14                   99.8%

BILLING & COLLECTION COSTS 52,278.48           163,250.53         220,000.00         56,749.47           74.2%

BAD DEBT COLLECTION COSTS 4,863.25              23,257.58           29,000.00           5,742.42              80.2%

MEDICAID COST SHARE 20,000.00           60,331.76           85,000.00           24,668.24           71.0%

MISCELLANEOUS -                        65.00                   5,000.00              4,935.00              1.3%

CAPITAL EQUIPMENT -                        413,935.10         416,000.00         2,064.90              99.5%

CONTRACT WITH CACHE COUNTY 160,750.00         482,250.00         643,000.00         160,750.00         75.0%

CONTRACT WITH LOGAN CITY 483,250.00         1,449,750.00      1,933,000.00      483,250.00         75.0%

STANDBY FEES -                        -                        25,000.00           25,000.00           0.0%

CONTRIBUTION - RELATED PARTIES 60,000.00           60,000.00           60,000.00           -                        100.0%

CONTRIB TO OPERATING RESERVE -                        -                        240,000.00         240,000.00         0.0%

CONTRIB TO CAPITAL RESERVE -                        -                        262,000.00         262,000.00         0.0%

TOTAL EXPENDITURES 793,641.73         2,774,175.80     4,068,000.00     1,293,824.20     68.2%

NET CHANGE IN FUND BALANCE (126,809.60)$     137,258.50$       -$                     
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CCEMS AUTHORITY
2017 BUDGET PROPOSAL FORM

Account 2014 2015 2016-09 Budget Proposed $ Change % Change

REVENUES

CHARGES FOR SERVICES

AMBULANCE FEES CHARGED 5,655,609  6,669,608  5,386,430  7,110,000  7,400,000   290,000      4.1%

BAD DEBT COLLECTIONS 59,752        58,172        44,944        70,000        60,000        (10,000)       -14.3%

PAYMENT ADJUSTMENTS (2,310,424) (2,822,296) (2,393,894) (3,162,000) (3,250,000) (88,000)       2.8%

BAD DEBT WRITE-OFF (584,911)    (579,472)    (586,687)    (760,000)    (800,000)    (40,000)       5.3%

BAD DEBT - ESTIMATE (78,000)      (131,000)    (34,000)      -              -              -              0.0%

TOTAL CHARGES FOR SERVICES 2,742,026  3,195,012  2,416,793  3,258,000  3,410,000   152,000      4.7%

MISCELLANEOUS REVENUE

INTEREST - BANK EARNINGS 4,357          8,912          10,228        15,000        10,000        (5,000)         -33.3%

MISCELLANEOUS REVENUE 255             4,670          -              -              -              -              0.0%

TOTAL MISCELLANEOUS REVENUE 4,612          13,582       10,228       15,000       10,000        (5,000)         -33.3%

GRANTS AND CONTRIBUTIONS

MISC STATE GRANTS 19,174        8,314          9,414          10,000        10,000        -              0.0%

CONTRIB FROM CACHE COUNTY 475,000     475,000     475,000     475,000     400,000      (75,000)       -15.8%

APPROPRIATED FUND BALANCE -              -              -              310,000     -              (310,000)    -100.0%

TOTAL GRANTS AND CONTRIBUTIONS 494,174     483,314     484,414     795,000     410,000      (385,000)    -48.4%

TOTAL REVENUE 3,240,812  3,691,908  2,911,435  4,068,000  3,830,000   (238,000)    -5.9%

EXPENDITURES

ADMINISTRATION & GEN EXPENSE 3,658          3,013          2,733          3,000          3,000          -              0.0%

MISC STATE GRANTS EXP -              -              7,278          10,000        10,000        -              0.0%

EQUIPMENT SUPPLIES & MAINT 10,972        10,950        841             11,000        11,000        -              0.0%

PROFESSIONAL & TECHNICAL 53,300        53,300        40,800        55,000        55,000        -              0.0%

SOFTWARE 26,250        23,197        26,763        28,000        28,000        -              0.0%

INSURANCE & SURETY BONDS 35,588        38,800        42,921        43,000        43,000        -              0.0%

BILLING & COLLECTION COSTS 164,370     180,131     163,251     220,000     230,000      10,000        4.5%

BAD DEBT COLLECTION COSTS 28,303        24,504        23,258        29,000        29,000        -              0.0%

MEDICAID COST SHARE -              28,064        40,332        85,000        90,000        5,000          5.9%

MISCELLANEOUS 65               -              65               5,000          5,000          -              0.0%

CAPITAL EQUIPMENT 18,497        201,000     413,935     416,000     395,000      (21,000)       -5.0%

CONTRACT WITH CACHE COUNTY 593,000     605,000     482,250     643,000     697,860      54,860        8.5%

CONTRACT WITH LOGAN CITY 1,817,000  1,876,000  1,449,750  1,933,000  2,147,660   214,660      11.1%

STANDBY FEES 19,819        19,491        -              25,000        20,000        (5,000)         -20.0%

CONTRIBUTION - RELATED PARTIES -              250,000     60,000        60,000        -              (60,000)       -100.0%

CONTRIB TO OPERATING RESERVE -              -              -              240,000     65,480        (174,520)    -72.7%

CONTRIB TO CAPITAL RESERVE -              -              -              262,000     -              (262,000)    -100.0%

TOTAL EXPENDITURES 2,770,822  3,313,450  2,754,177  4,068,000  3,830,000   (238,000)    -5.9%

NET CHANGE IN FUND BALANCE 469,990     378,458     157,258     -              -              -              0.0%
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